
Premium Portable Ice Bath Inflatable Foldable Cold Water Therapy

RRP: $269.95

Introducing our top-quality Portable Ice Bath - an inflatable and foldable

cold water therapy solution. Whether you're seeking a rejuvenating

escape or aiming to enhance muscle recovery post-workout, our premium

ice bath tub offers the perfect blend of durability and convenience,

ensuring you reap the numerous health benefits it has to offer.

Designed to accommodate your entire body while seated, this ice bath

boasts an impressive size of up to 75cm in diameter and a generous 200L

capacity. Crafted from resilient materials and equipped with a premium

insulation layer, it effectively preserves the temperature of the water for

extended periods, be it cold or hot.

Unparalleled in performance, the Randy & Travis Portable Ice Bath

functions as an oversized, insulated cooler bag, surpassing its generic

counterparts by keeping the ice bath chilled for a significantly longer

duration.

So, why are individuals opting for ice baths? Immerse yourself in cold

water, and witness your blood vessels constrict. Upon exiting, the sudden

temperature change prompts your blood vessels to rapidly reopen,

facilitating the expulsion of metabolic waste products from your muscles.

Ice baths offer a multitude of other advantages as well, including stress

and anxiety relief, expedited muscle recovery, improved sleep quality,

swift alleviation of bodily pain and discomfort, enhanced cardiovascular

health, reduced inflammation, and a boosted metabolism.

Why choose the Randy & Travis Portable Ice Bath? The answer lies in its

exceptional features:

Portability and lightweight design for effortless transportation.
Easy disassembly for hassle-free storage.
Inflatable rim for added convenience.
Long-lasting and sturdy construction, ensuring durability.
Superior thermal insulation, maintaining the desired temperature.

Your purchase includes:

1 x Randy & Travis Portable Ice Bath
6 x removable support legs
1 x removable drainage tap
1 x hand pump

Product specifications:

Diameter: 75cm
Height: 75cm
Weight: 3kg
Capacity: Approximately 200L
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*To ensure your health and safety, proper maintenance of the Randy &

Travis Portable Ice Bath is crucial. If you have any underlying health

conditions such as heart disease, consult with your doctor. Additionally,

refrain from using the ice bath during pregnancy or if you have any skin

injuries. When handled with care, our portable ice bath is safe for the

majority of users, offering a delightful and invigorating experience.
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